
FIRE !
This can only 

lead to 

trouble.





Prescribed Burning and the Law



How we got here today.



Objectives

 Understand the applicable Laws, Rules and 

Procedures that pertain to prescribed 

burning in Virginia.



Setting a Fire is 

Considered Inherently 

Dangerous



Anyone wishing to use fire as a management tool in Virginia 

MUST know the law and what the “accepted forestry or burn 

standards” are, and be certain they are applied and followed.



Rules / Procedures

Are Developed by the Department, Agency or 

Organization OR Individual.



Laws
Developed by the Legislature



Laws
Forestry

 10.1-1100 through 10.1-1181.7 Covers 

all Forestry related laws.

 18.2-81 through 18.2-88 relate to 

intentionally set fires.

 10.1 - 1150  - Certified Prescribed 

Burning Manager Program.



10.1-1150.1 through 10.1-1150.6

The Certification Program



10.1-1150.1

DEFINITIONS



10.1-1150.2

CERTIFICATION PROCESS



10.1-1150.3

VOLUNTARY

CERTIFICATION

3 Day Option

1 Day Option

State Forester Approved Training



PRESCRIBED BURN ELEMENTS

10.1-1150.4



Prescribed burning shall be 

performed in the following manner:

A Prescription will be prepared PRIOR to

the burn by a certified prescribed burn manager.



The prescription (plan) shall include:

•Landowner’s name, address and telephone number

•Name and phone number of the certified prescribed burn                      

manager who prepared the plan

•A description of the area to be burned

•A map of the area

•The objectives for the burn

•Desired weather conditions or parameters

•A summary of the methods to be used to start, control 

and extinguish the prescribed burn



A smoke management plan will be developed.

The prescription and smoke management 

plan will be on site throughout the burn.

Prescribed burning shall be conducted 

under the DIRECT supervision of a 

certified prescribed burn manager.

The nearest Regional office of the 

Department of Forestry shall be notified.

Other requirements under section 10.1-1150.4





10.1-1142 A

Reasonable care and precaution.

10.1-1142 B

4 PM                                                             

February 15th - April 30th / 300 feet

10.1-1142 C

Exemption                                                    

February 15th – April 30th

10.1-1142 D

Unattended / 150 feet



10.1-1141 / 10.1-1142 E

Collection of suppression costs.                                   

Negligently or Intentionally / Associated 

with section 1142

18.2-88

Property of another is damaged or 

jeopardized.



COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

STATE AIR POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD

REGULATIONS FOR THE CONTROL AND 

ABATEMENT OF AIR POLLUTION

9 VAC 5 CHAPTER 40.

EXISTING STATIONARY SOURCES.

PART II.

Emission Standards.

ARTICLE 40.

Emission Standards For Open Burning (Rule 4-40).



"Open Burning" means the combustion of solid waste 

without:

1. Control of combustion air to maintain adequate temperature for 

efficient combustion;

2. Containment of the combustion reaction in an enclosed device 

to provide sufficient residence time and mixing for complete 

combustion; and

3. Control of the combustion products' emission.

"Smoke" means small gas-borne particulate matter consisting 

mostly, but not exclusively, of carbon, ash and other material in 

concentrations sufficient to form a visible plume.



9. Open burning is permitted for forest management 
and agriculture practices approved by the board 
(see 9 VAC 5-40-5631), provided the following

conditions are met:

a. The burning shall be at least 1000 feet from any 
occupied building unless the occupants have given 
prior permission, other than a building located on 
the property on which the burning is conducted; 
and

b. The burning shall be attended at all times.



EXEMPTIONS



Exemptions

 The 4:00 p.m. Law § 10.1-1142 B shall not apply 
if:

 The fire is set for "prescribed burning" that is 
conducted in accordance with a "prescription" and 
managed by a "certified prescribed burn manager" 
as those terms are defined in § 10.1-1150.1; 

 The burn is conducted in accordance with § 10.1-
1150.4; 

 The State Forester has approved the application 
for the prescribed burn; and 



Exemptions

The burn is being conducted for one of the 
following purposes: 

1. control of exotic and invasive plant species that 
cannot be accomplished at other times of the 
year; 

2. wildlife habitat establishment and maintenance 
that cannot be accomplished at other times of 
the year; or 

3. management necessary for natural heritage 
resources.



Exemptions

 Call the nearest VDOF Regional Office on the 
morning of the planned burn.

 The State Forester may on the day of any burn 
planned to be conducted pursuant to this 
subsection revoke his approval of the 
prescription for the burn if hazardous fire 
conditions exist. 

 The State Forester may revoke the certification 
of any certified prescribed burn manager who 
violates any provision of this subsection. 







10.1-1150.5



This Liability is NOT something that 

can be delegated to an independent 

contractor actually accomplishing the 

burning.





The Property Owner and their Agent are Considered Liable 

for Damages.



Monitoring and Enforcing Air Quality in Virginia is the 

Responsibility of the DEQ



CAN WE MANAGE THE SMOKE ?



WHY SHOULD WE ?



A Smoke Management Plan

A prescribed burn plan 

which includes a smoke 

management section.



Revocation of Certification 

10.1-1150.6



Sir Your fire seems a bit out of control. Have you been Negligent?

#

Burner



Negligence v. Gross Negligence

 Negligence - failure to use care that a 

reasonably prudent person would exercise

 Gross negligence – conscious and voluntary 

disregard to use reasonable care

 In a negligence lawsuit, a plaintiff attorney 

will likely sue all possible persons even if 

you were not directly involved.



Standard of Care

 Anyone who holds himself out as an expert 

will be held to the standard of care that 

applies to “real” experts in that specialty.

 In prescribed fire, the burner’s 

qualifications are made by implication.

 In a lawsuit, the plaintiff will easily find 

“experts” to testify on standard of care.



Ordinarily prudent and competent Person

ORDINARY CARE



Minimize

Liability

Situations

1. Have all burning done by a certified burn manager.

2. Comply with State Air Pollution Regulations.

3. Keep knowledgeable on the law.



4. Remember the 

reasonable prudent 

standard.

5. Carry liability insurance.

6. Competent employees.

7. Don’t make any voluntary 

statements or admissions.

Freedom of Information 

requests.

8. Respondeat superior doctrine. 

(Latin: "let the master answer”)  

The common-law doctrine of respondeat 

superior was established in seventeenth-

century England to define the legal 

liability of an employer for the actions of 

an employee. The doctrine was adopted in 

the United States and has been a fixture of 

agency law. It provides a better chance for 

an injured party to actually recover 

damages, because under respondeat 

superior the employer is liable for the 

injuries caused by an employee who is 

working within the scope of his 

employment relationship.



What Coverage's do I Buy to Protect 

Myself from Prescribed Fire Liability? 

Landowners: Conventional home or farm owner policies

Consultants, Fire Contractors and other Forestry 

Professionals: Commercial General Liability coverage 



Home or Farm Owner Liability Policies

 Covers “personal” liability while 

performing farm operations on designated 

premises.

 Policies are “silent” on defining prescribed 

fire

 All have business pursuits exclusion

 Volunteers may not be insured



 Most of us are terrible “risk assessors.”

 People under-react when hazard is high and 

“outrage” is low.

 Never “presume” insurance coverage is in place or 

immunity exists without checking.

 Do not leave coverage issues open to question –

get the answers in writing.

 Insurance brokers are salesmen, not lawyers or 

claims managers.




